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Abstract 
Generalizing the definition of sub-Gaussian processes we define a sub-stable process as a scale 
mixture of symmetric stable processes and study its infinite divisibility. This turns out to be strictly 
dependent on the geometry of a sub-space Jf~(~R) of the L~-space generated by the corresponding 
stable process. This space plays a similar ole as the reproducing kernel Hilbert space in the case of 
sub-Gaussian processes. We also investigate the uniqueness of the representation a d some related 
questions in the language of geometrical properties of this space. 
Keywords: Stable processes; Sub-stable processes; Infinite divisibility, L~-spaces; Spaces 
containing f~'s uniformly 
I. Introduction 
We define a sub-stable process as a scale mixture of stable processes, i.e. a sub-stable 
process is defined as {Yt:t E T} = {(9]/~Xt: t E T}, where {Xt: t E T} is a symmetric ~- 
stable stochastic process independent of O, a nonnegative random variable. Such processes 
depend on the geometrical properties of the space ~vf(~t)CL~, the space appearing in 
the canonical representation for the stable process {Xt: t E T}. Even in the case of stable 
processes without mixing variables the full characterization of the dependence between 
properties of a stable process and geometrical properties of its canonical space ~f~(~R) is 
unknown. By introducing sub-stable processes and studying their properties we not only 
want to enrich the collection of processes with nice properties, but also to propose another 
method for studying stable processes themselves. In this paper infinite divisibility of sub- 
stable processes is an example for this investigation. We show that the following two 
constants, 
as -- inf{/~ E (0,2]: ~f~(~) contains f~'s uniformly}, 
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= sup (0,2]: 119t( )11  is negative definite on 
play an essential role in describing properties of stable and sub-stable processes. 
In Section 2 we discuss basic facts about stable processes and about infinitely divisible 
processes as well as basic properties of scale mixtures of stable processes. In Section 3 
main results are presented preceded by basic facts from the theory of geometry of linear 
spaces. 
In this paper we restrict our attention to the case of infinite dimensional space Yg(9t). 
Infinite divisibility of sub-stable random vectors, requiring completely different methods, 
will be described separately in Part II of this paper (in preparation). 
2. Preliminaries 
We need some basic facts concerning the L6vy-Khintchine formula for an infinitely 
divisible distribution on multi-dimensional spaces. We follow here the representation f 
de Acosta et al. (1978). 
If Ix is an infinitely divisible symmetric distribution then it can be decomposed as
Ix = y * Exp(m), 
where 7 is a symmetric Gaussian distribution on R n and Exp(m) is the so-called generalized 
Poisson distribution (which is also symmetric nour case) with the characteristic functional 
of the form 
Exp(m)(~) = exp - • (1 - cos(¢,y))m(dy) , 
where m is a positive Borel measure on ~n such that 
/ . . . im in{ l iy l l  2, 1}m(dy) < oo, 
R" 
m is called the Lrvy measure of Ix. 
Denoting by (m)~ the measure m restricted to the complement of the e-neighbourhood 
of zero we have that the generalized Poisson measure Exp(m) is the weak limit of the 
measures Exp((m)~) as e ~ 0. 
We say that the random vector (X1 .. . . .  An) is symmetric a-stable for an ~ c (0,2] 
(notation: S~S) if there exists a positive, finite measure v on the unit sphere S ~-I c ~n 
such that for every choice of ~l . . . . .  ~n C E we have 
{" } . _ ,  l i i  } Eexp i,~,~kXk = exp -- " I< ,x)l v(ax) 
k S"- i  1 
Defining now a linear operator ~R: ~" ----+ L ~ (S"-l,v) by the formula 9t(~) = (~,x) 
we get the following, slightly more convenient, expression: 
Eexp {ik__~l~kXk }= exp{-li~R(~)H ~ }. 
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We say that the random vector (Yl . . . . .  Yn) is sub-stable if there exist ~ E (0, 2], an 
S~S random vector (Xl .... ,An) and a nonnegative random variable ~9 independent of 
(X1 ....  ,An) such that 
(Y1,..., Y.) ~- (xl . . . . .  x . )o  ~/~, 
where ~ means equality of distributions. Sometimes sub-stable processes are called scale 
mixtures of stable processes because of the following representation for the characteristic 
function: 
E exp { ik~= ~k Yk } = E exp { ik~=l~kxkol/~ } 
= E exp{-II 9t(~6~1/=)11 ~ } 
-- f0~ exp{-ul,0t(~)ll: }2(du), 
where 2 is the distribution of the random variable O. The characteristic function describes 
the distribution uniquely and, as we can see, the above characteristic function is uniquely 
determined by ~, the operator 9t, and the random variable ~9. So we will use the notation 
g(~, 91, 0 )  for the sub-stable random vector with the above characteristic function. 
From now on by Op, 0 < p _< 1, we will understand a positive p-stable random 
variable with the Laplace transform exp{-t  p } and the distribution denoted by 7 +, by ~91 
the random variable qual 1 with probability 1. Throughout the paper the random variable 
O has the distribution 2. 
In Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) we have another definition of sub-stable random 
vectors, namely only an So¢S random vector can be r-sub-stable for some c¢ < fl _< 2, 
which means that the only possible mixing measure is equal up to a scale parameter to 
V~//3. Sometimes also, following the corresponding definition for sub-Gaussian random 
vectors, we can find in the papers that the random vector (YI,---, Yn) is Ot-sub-stable if
there exists an SotS random vector (X1 . . . . .  An) and a constant c > 0 such that for every 
fl < c¢ and every (~1 . . . . .  ~n) E ~n 
We shall notice here that in our definition we have no assumption about moments, but 
having corresponding moment we have that the above condition holds. However it may 
happen that there exists a random vector (Y1,..., Yn) having this moment property which 
is not a mixture of any stable random variables (for example (Y1 . . . . .  Yn) uniformly dis- 
tributed on the unit sphere in E" is 2-sub-stable in this sense, but it cannot be any mixture 
of Gaussian random vectors). 
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It is easy to see that for a sub-stable random vector Y = o~(e, 91, O) we have 
/o P{(YI . . . . .  Yn) ~ B} = P{(XI ..... X.) E Bs-U~}A(ds) 
= fo ~ ~(Bs-l/~)~(ds). (,) 
According to this formula let us define the operator "o" acting on the signed measure 2
on [0, c~) through the symmetric ~t-stable measure 7~ (or through the measure 7+, e < 1 ) 
in the following way: 
~oX(B)  = ~,~(Bs-1/~)2(ds) 
(])+o2(B)= fo°°?+(Bs-l/~)2(ds)). 
Every sub-stable random vector (Yl . . . . .  Yn) is, by definition, represented by an a-stable 
symmetric random vector (X1 . . . . .  X,)  and a nonnegative random variable O. For the fixed 
e C (0, 2] that representation is unique up to multiplicative constant, which means that if 
(Yl . . . . .  Y,) = d~(e,91, O) and (Y1 . . . . .  Yn) = d~(a, 911,O l ) then there exists c > 0 such 
that 91 = c911 and O = 01c -1. However we do not have uniqueness of the parameter e, 
as it may happen that a given symmetric a-stable random vector (X1 . . . . .  Xn) is also fl- 
sub-stable for some fl E (e, 2]. In fact, some of the a-stable random vectors are even sub- 
Gaussian. Given a sub-stable random vector (Y1,..., Yn), it seems to be interesting to find 
the maximal e E (0,2] for which the representation (Y1,..., Yn) -- ~(e, 91, O) is possible. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that g(e, 91, O) andg(fl, 911, O 1 ), 0 < e < fl < 2, are two different 
representations ofa sub-stable random vector (Y1, . . . , Yn ). Then there exists a constant 
c > 0 such that 
CO 1 ~ Oot/~O fl/~, 
11911(OI1~ = c. 1191(OI1~ v~ ~ R". 
Proof. It follows from the assumption that the characteristic function of  the random vector 
Y can be expressed in two different ways: 
Eexp{i~=I~kYk}=fo~eXp{--UH91(~)II:}2(du) 
: f0°°expl  -ul1911(~)ll~/J~l(dU) . 
Choose G0 = (~0k) ~ ~n such that 1191(4o)I[; = 1, and let 1191! (G0)I1~ = c > 0. For 
every s > 0 we then have 
Eexp{ik~__lS'OkYk}= fo°~exp{--us~}2(du) 
/o = exp {-cus ~ } 21(du). 
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This means that 
fo~exp{-us~}2(du)=fo~eXp{-cust~}21(du)  
for every s > O. It is easy to see that 
/: exp{- :}  = exp{- :u}~(du) ,  s > O. 
Now 
From the uniqueness of the Laplace transform we infer that cO l ~- 0~/#6) #/~, and then 
immediately 
c-'1191,(¢)11~-- ll91(¢)11~ v¢ e [] 
We will call (Yl . . . . .  Yn) = g(So, 9t0, O °) the maximal representation for a sub-stable 
random vector if for any other representation g(/~, 911, O l ) we have/~ < s0. 
Let us recall that a function ~o: F ,  ~ R is negative definite on the linear space F if for 
every n E ~, every choice of Cl . . . . .  c, E ~ and x l , . . . , x ,  E F 
~ci  = 0 ==~ cicjq)(xi - x j )  < O. 
i=1 i,j=! 
Lemma 2. For every sub-stable random vector Y = g(s, ~1t, 6)) there exists a maximal 
representation Y = 8(s0,910, 6)0). This representation is unique up to a scale coefficient. 
Moreover 
s0 = sup{/~ E (0,2]: [191(¢)11~ is negative definite on ~n}. 
Proof. From the assumption it follows that Y is a scale mixture of a symmetric s-stable 
random vector X with the characteristic function: 
exp { -  [[91(¢'1[:}. 
Let us define 
so -- sup{/~  (0,2]: exp{-1191(O[[~} is positive definite on ~"}. 
The function exp{-[[ 91(¢)II ~o } is positive definite as a limit of positive definite fimctions, 
so it is a characteristic function of a symmetric s0-stable random vector X0. It is easy to 
see that 
~1/~o X ~ X0 • ~/~o and Y ~- Xo • (0~°/~6)~/~o)1/~°. 
Taking now any other representation Y = e(/~, 911, 6)1) we see that exp {-1191~(OI1~.} is 
a characteristic function of a corresponding symmetric/~-stable random vector. It follows 
from Lemma 1 that there exists a positive constant c such that 
{-1191,( ¢)11  } = exp 1191( )11  . 
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The last equality implies that/3 < s0, as s0 is the greatest 13 for which exp ~-11911( 
is a positive definite function. To conclude the proof we need only use the well-known 
fact that the function ~o is negative definite on the linear space F if and only if the function 
exp {-~o(x)} is positive definite on F. [] 
Lemma 3. Let X E ~n be an SsS random vector. Then X is ~3-sub-stable if and only if 
/3 ~ [~, s0]. 
Proof. If X is r-sub-stable then fl < s0 from Lemma 2. Assume that fl < s and X = 
(Xl,... ,Xn) = g(fl, 91, 0 ) ,  6) with the distribution 2. Considering the characteristic 
function of the random variable Xl we would have 
E exp{itXl } = e -CPtl~ = e -c '  Itl~s,~(ds), 
for suitable positive constants c and cl. This however is impossible for any positive 
measure 2 as f e -~' ItlPsj,(ds) is a completely monotonic function of the argument I ] p and 
the second erivative of the function exp { -c t  ~/~ } changes ign on the positive half-line. 
To prove the converse implication it is enough to notice that if/3 6 [~, s0] then 1191(~)[1~ 
is a negative definite function on ~" so exp {-1191(~)11~ ) as a positive definite function 
defines an S/3S random vector Y on R" and then X -~ Y • t~l//~ [] v /#. 
Studying sub-Gaussian random variables (i.e. sub-stable with s = 2) Kelker (1971) 
found an example of a mixing variable O which is not infinitely divisible while the random 
variable XO 1/2, for X being symmetric Gaussian, has this property. In Kelker's example 
we have s = 2, n = 1 and the distribution 2 of the random variable O was equal to the 
Exp(m), where 
0,26 forx - -  1,2,4,5, 
m({x}) = -0,04 forx = 3. 
In this case we have that the random variable Xr) 1/2 is infinitely divisible with the Lrvy 
measure having density 
1 [~ ( x 2 } 
x /~ J0 exp ~-2u  z m(du) > 0. 
Similar examples were given in Misiewicz and Scheffer (1990) for sub-Gaussian random 
vectors (111 . . . . .  Yn ) = ~(2,/, O), where the linear operator I corresponds tothe Gaussian 
random vector with independent, identically distributed components, which means that 
we have (up to a scale parameter) 111(4)1[ 2 = ~ Iekl 2. Now, for the similar reason as in 
Kelker's example, we get that the random vector (Yl . . . . .  Yn) is infinitely divisible for the 
noninfinitely divisible measure 2 = Exp(m) as the distribution of O, where 
pq forx = 1,2,4,5, (**) 
m({x)) = _ forx = 3, 
provided that 4p - q = 1, p,q > 0, and 
0,25 < p < (4 -  (3/5)n/2) -1. 
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It seems to be a little more complicated tobuild a similar example for sub-stable random 
vectors as we do not have the explicit formula for their densities. Let us notice however 
that all the examples mentioned above were based on a very nice property of the operator 
"o". Namely we have that if 2 -- Exp(m) (even though m is a signed measure on R) then 
])2 o ,~ is of the form Exp(M), where M = 72 o m. We have the same property for mixtures 
of symmetric stable measures. 
Lemma 4. 
7~ o Exp(m) = Exp(?~ o m) 
for every SetS measure 7~, and every finite signed measure mon the positive half-line. 
Proof. We need only to check that the corresponding characteristic functions coincide. 
Let 0(1 ....  ,X,) be symmetric a-stable with the distribution 9,~ and the density function 
f(xl .... ,Xn), and let 6) have the distribution 2 --- Exp(m). The Fourier transform for the 
measure 7~ o Exp(m) is equal to 
Eexp{ik@~kXkO'/~}----- fo~eXp{--ul191(~)ll~}2(du) 
oo l :x~ 
=e-m(R)'k--~0k'l f0 exp{-ul191(~)ll~}m*'(du) 
=exp{- fo~ (1-exp{-ul191(~)[[~})m(du)} 
=exp{-fo°°/."/(l-cos(i~jxju'/~))f(x_)dxm(du)} 
=exp{-fo°~f...f(1-cos(i~jyj))f(yu-~/~)u-"/~dym(du)} 
=exp{- / ' " f  (1-cos(i~-]~jYj)) fo~f(Yu-l/~)u-n/~m(du)dy} 
=exp{-f...f(1-cos(i~¢jyj))(~,:,om)(dy)}. [] 
Example. Assume that for the S~S random vector (X1,... ,Am) we have 
1191(~)11~ = ~ = I~1 ~, k=l 
which means that all the components are i.i.d., symmetric :e-stable with the scale parameter 
1. It is well known that every S~S random variable can be treated as sub-Gaussian with the + mixing measure G/2, so the density of (At,... ,An) can be written in the following form: 
f(x) ~ / . . "  f (2x)-n/2exp (--k@l~ksk ) (k~=lSk 1/2) 7x+/2(dsl)'"7~+/2(dsn). 
Now we define the sub-stable random vector (Y1 .. . . .  Yn) = g(~, 9t, 0 )  with 2 -- Exp(m), 
where m is given by the formula (**). It follows from Lemma 4 that (Yl,..., Yn)" is 
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infinitely divisible if only 
f f(yu-1/~)u-n/~m(du) > y E O, R n , 
Using the previous representation forthe function f and changing the order of integration 
we have that this condition holds if 
(2rQ-n/2exp -Y'~Xk u-1/~u-n/~m(du) > O, y E N n. 
k=l 2sk J - - 
Now it is easy to check that the sub-stable random vector (Yl,.. •, Yn) is infinitely divisible 
if only the following holds: 
0.25 < p < (4 -  (3/5)n/(2~)) -1. 
We cannot however say that this condition is necessary. 
It is also evident hat none of the measures 2 used in all these examples is infinitely 
divisible, as they are exponents of measures with a nontrivial negative part. On the other 
hand the 2 are probability measures. 
We shall also notice that in all these examples we had the maximal representation 
for the sub-stable random vector (Y1 .... , Yn) and even for this maximal representation 
the mixing variable does not have to be infinitely divisible to get the sub-stable random 
vector infinitely divisible. We will see that the situation is slightly different in the infinite 
dimensional case. 
3. Infinite divisibility of sub-stable processes 
A stochastic process {Xt: t E T} is symmetric s-stable if all its finite dimensional dis- 
tributions are symmetric s-stable. A stochastic process {Yt: t C T} is sub-stable if there 
exists ~ E (0,2], an S~S process {Xt: t E T} and an independent onnegative random 
variable O such that 
{Yt: t E T} ~= {ol/~xt: t E T}. 
We will say that a sub-stable stochastic process admits the representation ~(~, ~, O) 
if the characteristic function of the corresponding S~S stochastic process {Xt: t C T} is 
given by the formula 
e exp { i E CtXt } = exp{-][~R(¢)[[~}, 
where ¢ E R (r) (as usually we denote by RT the linear space of all ~ C R r having a finite 
number of nonzero coordinates) and 9~ is a linear operator from R (r) to some L~-space. 
For convenience we will also use the notation ~ff(9t) for the linear subspace 9~(R (r)) of 
the L~-space. 
The problem of infinite divisibility for sub-stable processes was studied in the case of 
sub-Gaussian processes (i.e. sub-stable processes with ~ = 2). It is well known that infinite 
divisibility of the mixing variable O guarantees infinite divisibility of the sub-Gaussian 
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process {Yt: t E T}.  We also know that if the linear space spanned by a sub-Gaussian 
process {Yt: t E T}  is infinite dimensional and the process is infinitely divisible then the 
mixing variable O is infinitely divisible as well (for details see Misiewicz (1985) and 
Misiewicz and Scheffer (1990)). As we have seen before the latter is no longer truein the 
finite dimensional case. Even though this was not explicitly shown, the proof that igti~fiite 
divisibility of the sub-Gaussian process forces the mixing variable to be infinitely divisible 
was based on the very special property of Hilbert spaces. Namely, the property that every 
two sub-spaces of a Hilbert space having the same dimension are identical, in the sense 
that they are isometrically isomorphic. Unfortunately the L~-spaces are not so nice. 
Let us start from two easy facts. 
Proposition 1. I f  Y = {Yt: t E T} is a sub-stable process with the infinitely divisible 
mixing variable 6) then Y is infinitely divisible. 
Proof. As O is an infinitely divisible nonnegative random variable, for every k E N there 
exists a nonnegative random variable O k such that 
0 = 0 k'l + . . .  + 0 k'k ,
where Ok, l , . . . ,  0 k,k are independent copies of O k. Now for every fixed n E ~ and every 
tl . . . .  tn E T we have 
Xl ( [~k,l)l/~ -}-... ~- Xk( Ok, k ) l#t ~Xl (O k, l  -.[- . . . -~- ok, k )l/~x 
~-(Yt, . . . . .  Yt.), 
where Xi = (X/I . . . . .  X/, ) are independent copies of the random vector (Xt . . . . . .  Xt. ) with X, 
and 0 ",j independent. This means that for every n, k E ~1 the random vector (Yt~ . . . .  , Yr. ) 
has the same distribution as the sum of k independent identically distributed random 
vectors, which completes the proof. [] 
It is easy to see that the above proposition holds if we replace the stochastic processes 
by random vectors as the dimension of the space spanned by {Yt: t E T}  does not play 
any particular role here, unlike in the next proposition. 
We will use a result of Bretagnolle t al. (1967) stating that if a function ~0(11.11) 
is positive definite on an infinite dimensional L~-space, ~ E (0, 2], then there exists a 
probability measure 2 on [0, e¢) such that 
j0 q)(s) = exp{-s~u}2(du) .  (***) 
Reading carefully the proof of this result we see that it is proved in fact for f~ space. 
The final statement is based on the fact that every infinite dimensional L~-space contains 
E~ isometrically. So it is enough to know that the space B contains d~ isometrically to get 
that if the function q~(lHI ) is positive definite on B then it has to be given by the above 
representation. However not every infinite dimensional sub-space of an L~-space has to 
contain g~ isometrically. In fact we have much more (see Theorem 5.1.5 in Misiewicz 
and Scheffer (1990), and for c~ = 2 see Christensen and Ressel (1983)); namely if B 
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contains ~n,s uniformly and g0(ll.ll ) is positive definite on B then there exists a probability 
measure 2 on [0, c~) for which the equality ( .  • . )  holds. We shall recall here that we say 
that space B equipped with the sub-norm I1,11 contains ~ 's  uniformly if for every n E N, 
every c > 0 there exist xl . . . . .  Xn E B such that for all ~l . . . . .  ~n E R 
n -~ 1/c~ 
And again, every infinite dimensional U-space contains (n's uniformly, but not every 
infinite dimensional sub-space has to contain ~ 's  uniformly. Moreover, even assuming 
that the given space B contains E~'s uniformly we do not know whether or not B is 
isometrical to a sub-space of any L~-space. 
Proposition 2. Let the sub-stable stochastic process { Yt: t E T} ~- { 6)l/~Xt: t E T}, 0 
independent of X, admit the representation £( ct, ~R, 6)). I f  the space ~f~( 9~ ) contains E n's 
uniformly then the mixin9 variable 09 is infinitely divisible. 
Proof. The characteristic function of the stochastic process {Yt: t E T} is 
Eexp ~i ~ CtYt } = exp { -Ilflt(~)ll:u }2(du): -- go(ll~(~)ll~), 
tET 
where 2 is the distribution of 6). We have now that the function go(ll I1~) is a positive 
definite function on U(S, ~, m), because it is a scale mixture of the function exp{-Ilxll~} 
which is positive definite on the whole space U(S, ~, m). Because the sub-stable stochastic 
process {Yt: t E T} is infinitely divisible then also all the functions gol/k([ I II~),k E ~, 
are positive definite on A~(fll). As ~¢t~(9~) contains fn's uniformly from Theorem 5.1.5 
in Misiewicz and Scheffer (1990) we get that for every k E t~ there exists a probability 
measure 2k on [0, c~) such that 
gol/k(s) = exp -s~u 2k(du), s > 0. 
Now for every k E N and s > 0 we have 
go(s)=(gol/k(s))k={fO~exp{--s~u}2k(du)} ' 
The uniqueness of the Laplace transform yields 27, k = 2, which completes the proof. [] 
Example. (1) The "simplest" S~S stochastic processes in this sense are processes with 
independent increments as their reproducing sub-spaces of L~-spaces contain ~ isometri- 
cally. To see this assume that {Xt: t E T} is symmetric or-stable with independent incre- 
ments and the representing operator ~: •(r) ~ L~. Choosing an infinite sequence tl < 
t2 < . . . ,  ti E Twe seethatd~ = Lin{uj:j E N},whereuj = 9t(etj-etj_,)lletj-etj_~ll~ 1. 
(2) In order to construct an example of S~S stochastic processes {Xn: n E ~} for which 
~(9~) contains f~'s uniformly but does not contain d~ isometrically et us first choose a 
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sequence of ~, "% ~, ~,, ~ E (0, 2), such that for every n E ~ and every x C •n 
IIxLl . _< llx,, _< (1 + !)llxll  . 
It is evident hat such a choice is possible. Now we take the following families of  totally 
independent random variables: 
-Y l j  a symmetric el-stable random variable with the characteristic function 
exp{-ltl~'}, l ~ ~, j = 0 . . . . .  l - 1. 
- O~i+,/~ , a positive, (~i+l/ai)-stable random variable with the Laplace transform 
exp{-t~'+'/~i},  c ~. 
-O~/~, a positive, (~/~i)-stable random variable with the Laplace transform 
exp{-t~/~}, i c ~. 
We now construct a consistent family of measures on ~(~) defining measure /,, on 
~n(,+1)/2 as the distribution of a random vector Xn = (X~,... ,X,],+l)/2 ), where 
tal/~' • tal/~"+' for k -  (1 -  1)l +J -  
i=l 
Consistency of  family p, follows from the equality O~°+,/~° • ta='/="+' - O~/~. From the 
~/O~n+ 1
Kolmogoroff theorem there exists a stochastic process {Zk: k E ~ } such that for every 
nC~ 
( /1  . . . . .  Zn(n+l)/2) "~ Xn, 
and this is the required symmetric a-stable process. To see that the space ~(9t )  for 
this process contains (~'s uniformly let us fix c > 0, n E ~. We choose m c ~ such 
that m _> max{n, l/e}. Calculating now the characteristic function of  the random vector 
( lm(m- 1 )/2, • • • ,  lm(m- 1 ) /2+n-  1 ) we  get 
• - 
Eexp jZm(m-I)/z+j = Eexp 1 j (m-1)/2+j 
/n--I \ct/~t,,] 
=eexp -{ ~l¢jl ~') ~ 
j=0 ) 
This means that the n-dimensional part of  ~(~)  corresponding to the set of  random 
variables {Z~(m_ ~)/2 . . . .  Z~(~_~)/2+,_~} is isometrical to the space ~ and according to 
• ~m ~ 
our assumptions 
n- - l ) l / cXm(~ 1 ) 
( <-. o J ,l" 
which was to be shown. 
1/~ _< (, + 1) 
" 0 
/ n-- 1 \ l/rt m 
_<(1 +~)( o~l¢,l ~,) , 
We now want to describe how the geometry of  the space ovg(~R) C L ~ affects the prop- 
erties of  the sub-stable processes. We have seen before that it may happen that af'(~R) 
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embeds isometrically into some Lfl-space, for some fl C (~, 2], so let us define (similarly 
as in the finite dimensional case): 
~0 = sup{fl c (0, 2]: 9ff(~R) embeds isometrically into some L ~ } 
c (0,2]: 119 ( )11  is negative definite on oef(~R)}. 
On the other hand we know that if 9(f(9t) C L ~ then it does not contain d~'s uniformly for 
every 0 < fl < a. Moreover the set of all such fl E (0,2] that ~f~(~R) does not contain 
f~'s uniformly is an open interval, so there exists 
as = inf{fl e (0, 2]: g(~R) contains/~'s uniformly }, 
and g(9t )  contains dns's uniformly (for details ee e.g. Ledoux and Talagrand (1991 )). 
It is easy to see that none of the U-spaces (or their subspaces) contains/~'s uniformly if 
f l  < a ,  SO 
ao ~ as.  
R e m a r k  1. We show that it may happen that a0 < as. Let us take: 
-0<a<f l<q_<2,  
- X i ,Xz  independent identically distributed symmetric fl-stable random variables with 
the characteristic function exp{-Itl~}, 
- X3 ,X4  . . . .  independent identically distributed symmetric q-stable random variables 
with the characteristic function exp { -[tl ~ }, 
- O~//~, 
- O/~/n. 
We choose all these variables totally independent• Now we define a sequence of random 
variables Y. in the following way, 
XI i fn  = 1, 
Y. = )(2 i fn  =2,  
v ~lt~ if n > 3, --n,--Bin 
v t~ 1/# The sequence Y, is and a sequence of random variables Z, by the formula Z, = .,v / . 
symmetric fl-stable because all its one-dimensional projections are symmetric fl-stable: 
OG oc l 
• /~ Eexp{ik~=l¢'Ykt}=Eexp{it(~lX, + ~2X2)}Eexp{ltk~=3~kX.O,/n} 
= exp{-Itl~(l¢l 18+ 1¢21 )} 
\ k=3 "* *' 
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This means that the sequence Zn is fl-sub-stable. On the other hand it is symmetric 
~-stable because 
~ y Eexp{itk~=l~kZk}=Eexp(it(k~k k) ~'/#~/#j 
= fo~ exp { -It l / /( l[(~,, ~2)ll~ + 11(~3, ~4,...)ll~)u}?~/~(du) 
:exp  {-I , l~(l l (~l,~2)l l~ + 11(~3, ~4 ... .  )[l~)~//~} • 
In a similar way we can prove that the sequence Zn is also z-sub-stable for every ct < 
r < ft. As the geometry of level curves of characteristic functions for the sequences Yn and 
Zn coincides and the Yn have every moment z,z < fl, the linear operator 9t3: N(~) --~ L ¢ 
corresponding to Z, (also to Y~) can be defined as follows: 
ff~<~) ~ ~ ~(~) = (ElX~l')-~/¢~ krk E L¢(Q). 
k=l 
Indeed, we have 
mE (ll(~l,~2)ll~ -'}-ll(~3,~4 .... )Hfl)l/flXl , 
ox T//~ 
=EIX, I¢(II(~,,¢2)II~+[I(¢3,¢4 . . . .  )11~) • 
The above calculations how that the mapping 
L~(f2) ~3 ~(~)  --+ ~¢(~) E L¢(I2) 
defines an isometry up to a multiplicative constant between o~(~R~) and AP(9t~), so 
~"(9t~) embeds isometrically into some L~-space for every ~ < z < fl, and we have 
ct0 = ft. On the other hand we have that ~s = r/as A~(9t~) contains g, isometrically. [] 
Remark 2. One could think that the result of Bretagnolle t al. (1967) holds not only 
for spaces containing d~'s uniformly but also for "maximal" sub-spaces of an L~-space, 
i.e. subspaces which do not embed isometrically into any L/~-space if ~ < ft. We show 
here that this is not true, at least in the case ct < 1. This restriction does not seem to be 
essential, but nothing more can be done until the full representation f the E~-symmeh'ic 
measures i known in the finite dimensional case. We will use here the result of Cambanis 
et al. (1983), namely their very nice integral formula: 
Ef(t2DF ' + s2D2 ' )  = Ef((ttl + [s[)2Dl-l), 
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where (D1,D2) is a random vector with the Dirichlet distribution and parameters (½, ½), 
f is an arbitrary function for which this expectation exists. Let 
-0<2~<2,  
- )(1,X2 .. . .  are independent identically distributed symmetric (2a)-stable random vari- 
ables with the characteristic function exp{-[t[ 2~ }, 
1 1 
- D = (D1, D2) a random vector with the Dirichlet distribution and parameters (~, i )  
such that D and XI,X2,... are independent. 
We define a sequence of random variables Y~ as follows: 
{XID11/2~ if n = 1, 
Yn = XnD21/2~ if n > 2. 
Calculating the characteristic function for the sequence Yn we get for every ~ E R (°°) 
Eexp~i~kYk~ = EDexp{ --I~I[2~D~ -1 -  k__~2l~kl=~D2 1 . 
I .  k=l  
Using now the integral formula mentioned above we have: {/ )2} 
Eexp{i~=l~kYk}=EDlexp-,~11~ + C __~21~kl2~) 1/2 D11 
= exp 11( 2, 3, .)ll  )2x -1 x-1/2(1-x)-a/2dx 
= exp - (1~11 x + 11(~2,~3,...)11~)2y y-l(y _ 1)- l /2dy 
. . . .  
This means that the function ~o(ll.l[) is positive definite on the space 3¢f which is built 
from R and ~2~ spaces joint together by an a-norm. Evidently we have that 
~0(3f ~) = ct, ~s(~f ~) = 2~, 
and moreover 
~o(itl ) = exp{_ltl2~y y-l(y_ 1)-l/2dy ' 
Assume now that the theorem of Bretagnolle t al. holds for the space ~ treated as 
a "maximal" sub-space of an L~-space, so there exists a nonnegative random variable O 
with distribution 2 such that 
qg(t) = fo°° exp { - Itl~x} ~(dx) 
= fo°~ /°~exp { - ltl2~x2u}7~/2(du)2(dx). 
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From the uniqueness of the Laplace transform we would get that the random variable 
O201/2 has the density function (1/rt)l[l,o~)(y)y-l(y - 1) -1/2, which is impossible as 
every mixture of O1/2 has the support equal to the whole half-line [0, c~). 
We shall note here that the constructions used in these two remarks are based on the 
ideas taken from the unpublished paper of Misiewicz and Richards. 
Proposition 3. Assume that the sub-stable stochastic process { Yt: t E T} admits repre- 
sentation g(~, 9t, 0), and So = 2o(Jg(~R)), ~ = ~s(~(~R)). Then we have: 
(a) I f  ~ < So and there exists z E (~,~o] such that the random variable 6)~/~6) ~/~ is 
infinitely divisible then the stochastic process is infinitely divisible. 
(b) I f  the stochastic process is infinitely divisible then the random variable 6)~/~, (9~/~ 
is infinitely divisible. 
Proof. The inequality ct < c~0 means that the function I[~(~)l[~ is negative definite on 
R (r), so the function exp{-II~(OIt~ 0 } is positive definite on R (r) and we can define a 
consistent family of measures {/~t,,_.,t,: n E N, tj E T} in such a way that 
Ct o ~,,, . ,d~, , , . . . ,  ~t°) = exp{- l lOt (~t , , . . . ,  ~,,)11~ }. 
From the Kolmogoroff theorem there exists a stochastic process {Yt: t E T} such that 
~,,,...,,o(8) = e{(x , , , . . . , x~, )  E B} 
for every Borel set B E R ". The process {At: t E T} is symmetric s0-stable as all its 
finite-dimensional projections are symmetric So-stable. Taking now O~/~o and O~/~ such 
that { Yt: t E T}, O~/~ o and O~/~ are totally independent we see that the stochastic process 
is a symmetric z-stable process and moreover 
fgl~l/ct°CZI1/zl~l/ct't T} {Yt:t E T} TM ].,,t,.%,~o,.%/ ,_. .o E 
'~"{Z,(O ) l / r : t  E T}. ----- ~/r Or/~ 
From Proposition 1 we now have that the stochastic process {Yt: t E T} is infinitely 
divisible if only the random variable O~/~O ~/~ is infinitely divisible. This completes the 
proof of (a). 
To prove (b) first assume that the stochastic process is infinitely divisible. Its charac- 
teristic function 
q~(llgt(~)ll=) -- exp{- II 9~(~)ll~s}~(ds) 
is positive definite on R (r), which means that the function 
f0  ° 
q~(l[h[[~) = exp{- Ilhll~s}R(cts. ) 
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is positive definite on the space ~tf(~R). This space contains g~'s uniformly, so using 
Theorem 5.1.5 in Misiewicz and Scheffer (1990) we get that there exists a probability 
measure 21 on [0, e~) such that 
~o(llhll~) = exp{-  Ilhll~ss},~ (ds). 
On the other hand the stochastic process {Yt: t c T} is infinitely divisible, so for every 
k E I~ the function q~l/k([[h[[~) is also positive definite on ~¢f(9t), and there exists a 
probability measure 2k such that 
/? ~vk(llhll~ ) = exp{-  Ilhll~s}2~(ds). 
The uniqueness of the Laplace transform yields 
21 = 2if, 
so the measure 21 is infinitely divisible. Now it is enough to notice that 21 is the distribution 
of the random variable O~/~ s O ~s/~. [] 
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